
Figure 1. Seated balance activities: chair lean
moving side to side (A) and front to back (B).
Adapted with permission, from B. Bushman (ed.)
2011, ACSM’s complete guide to fitness & health
(champaign, IL: Human Kinetics), 159.

Figure 2. Standing balance activities: wide stance
with feet hip-width apart (A), narrow stance with feet
touching (B), semitandem position with one foot
forward and the other to the back (C), and tandem
position with feet touching in line, heel to toe (D).
Adapted with permission, from B. Bushman (ed.)
2011, ACSM’s complete guide to fitness & health
(champaign, IL: Human Kinetics), 177Y178.

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Challenge

Seated balance
activities*

Seated chair lean Add arm movements: Combine arm and leg
movements

Sit on a pillow

Raise one arm at a time to the
front and then to the sides

Sit on a stability ball

Raise both arms to the front
and then to the sides

Close one eye

Add leg movements: Close both eyes

Raise one knee at a time Turn head to the right and
then to the left

Raise one leg (straightened) at
a time

Standing balance
activities*

Upright stance (variations including wide
stance, narrow stance, semitandem, and
tandem)

In all four variations, add: Add arm movements
to sway:

Close one eye

Forward and backward sway Raise one arm at a time
to the front and then to
the sides

Close both eyes

Lateral sway (side to side) Raise both arms to
the front and then to
the sides

Turn head to the right
and then to the left

Hold an item, such
as a book

Movement
balance activities

Walk forward and backward Wide-stance walk Tandem walk forward
and backward

Barefoot

Walk side to side Narrow-stance walk Walk while carrying
an item

One eye closed

Walk on heels Walk with head turns Surface change (mat,
sand, etc.)

Walk on toes Sidestep while carrying
an item

Obstacles

Sidestep on heels Sidestep with head turns

Sidestep on toes Crossover walk: cross one
foot over the other foot

Turn in a circle

(Adapted from: American College of Sports Medicine. ACSM’s Complete Guide to Fitness & Health. Bushman BA, editor. Champaign (IL): Human Kinetics.
396 p. Copyright B 2011 Human Kinetics. Used with permission.)
*See photos for how to do these activities.

TABLE: Sample Progressive Balance Program


